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Academics 

I’m now 

twenty 

years old 

and I’ll 

soon be 

twenty 

one year 

old in 

December. This time I was studying two subjects of 

second year which are BHIC – 134 and BPCS – 184 and two papers of third year which are BEGS – 

185 and BPAS – 186.I really was very worried while studying for these papers. Because I appeared 

the exams of four second year papers on January which went on till February and I only had three 

months to study and do all my assignments and submit them. But then the exam schedule changed 

and it was dragged till August and I had so much time but still I could not study and work hard very 

much as the exams were postponed.Because of this I also lost my interest in studying. I was studying 

history paper which is BHIC – 134 with Rachna di and all others I studied with Pranjal bhaiya. I am 

very much interested to study with Pranjal bhaiya because he does not makes our class boring. All 

the classes that he takes of mine are very interesting specially the plays and dramas are much more 

interesting to study with bhaiya, becausehe’s so expressive and he understandswhich parts are more 

difficult for us to understand, he explains that.From Rachna di when we study I like only one thing 

that is when we don’t have the clarity to some of the sections she finds out some videos from the 

YouTube and shows us and in between she explains.  



 

Celebration  

I love to celebrate most of the special days 

in the school. I am very interested in participating in doing some short plays, dramas and dance. 

When somebody asks me to dance with them I never refuse, like this time Bikantiwho is one of my 

friend, asked me to do so, and I did not say no to her and I enjoyed dancingwith her for ganesh puja. 

I and Bikantiwere not the only one but with us there wasan another friend of oursand her name is 

Chandrama and some of the younger girls also dancingwithus like Kumari, Swati, Tulika, Amita 

andShubhra on the song “Gajanana”. In this dance we all took the enthusiasm and helped each 

other to learn the steps. I also did another dance with Chandrama and Bikanti on the song 

“Haigajavadanavakratundamahakaya” where I was a bit nervous of dancing. On June fourteenth I 

celebrated rojo or the swing festivals, where I enjoyed swinging on the swings under the tree which 

was made in our school.I love celebrating this 

swing festival with all my friends. But I enjoyed 

more when Sulochana didi is with us, because 

she makes this festivals a bit traditional and 

participate in making some kind of pitha or 

sweets with coconut and suji. There is also 

another dish, “podopitha” which is made in 

this particular day.  

5th September was ours teacher’s day 

celebration which was held by the students of 

our school, where I had participated them in 

doing the decorating of the stage and gave 

them some ideas for the program which they had to perform and made the teacher’s do. 

 

 

 

 

 



Shramdan 

Now I have been 

doing my shramdan 

in the girls hostal. I 

am doing the 

shramdan with my 

partner Chandrama. 

I enjoy doing 

shramdan in the 

girlshostel because 

many of the children 

praise us that since I 

and Chandrama 

have been doing the 

shramdan there it is 

much cleaner than before. All the children are also very good in doing their shramdan and 

happy doing with us. I enjoy doing shramdan with the smile group girls and other children in 

the girl’s hostel.  

 

 

 

Games 

Now a 

days I 

am very 

regular 

in the 

field’s. I 

am very 

active in 

the field 

while 

playing.  

I never 

do my 

warm-ups before games. Nowadays my baskets are going from 3 

pointers so I enjoy playing the game much more than before. 

Otherwise earlier I used to stand on the court and stare at 

everyone. Earlier my 2 pointers and 3 pointers were not going at all 

so it was embarrassing for me because all the other children’s 

baskets were going. 



 

 

Teaching 

Now I have been volunteering the children of grace group, 

smile group and victory group children. I volunteer English class 

in grace group and I really enjoy being with them. I volunteer in 

Maths to victory group children and I used to enjoy with the children but now I’m not really enjoying 

with them at all. Because I am not a good volunteer, it’s a bit tough for me to teach them. I have 

been teaching them but they are not getting whatever I teach them. Now I am not interested with 

them and I am really fed up. My own interest has gone so I don’t feel like going for the class but I still 

go. After going to the class it’s so boring to repeat the same thing 

and I can’t move forward because their basic is not clear. Then I 

also go for the singing and drama class in smile group and I really 

enjoy singing with them in English. 

I love to sing and recite poems with 

them because they are very 

enthusiastic about everything. 

Once a week on Sunday I also 

go for meditation with the 

children. Sometimes I teach them new songs. When they are 

not interested in learning songs then I don’t teach them for 

some weeks and after that I again start teaching them. Once a 

week on Wednesday’s I also go for games with the children. I make them play some fun games like 

king kabaddi, ice and water, base kick ball, touch ball and etc. 

 


